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M.A. Maloof and R.S. Michalski, Incremental learning with partial instance memory
Agents that learn on-line with partial instance memory reserve some of the previously encountered
examples for use in future training episodes. In earlier work, we selected extreme examples—those
from the boundaries of induced concept descriptions—combined these with incoming instances, and
used a batch learning algorithms to generate new concept descriptions. In this paper, we extend
this work by combining our method for selecting extreme examples with two incremental learning
algorithms, AQ11 and GEM. Using these new systems, AQ11-PM and GEM-PM, and using two real-
world applications, those of computer intrusion detection and blasting cap detection in X-ray images,
we conducted a lesion study to analyze the trade-offs between predictive accuracy, examples held in
memory, learning time, and concept complexity. Empirical results showed that although the use of
our partial-memory model did decrease predictive accuracy when compared to systems that learn
from all available training data, it also decreased memory requirements, decreased learning time,
and in some cases, decreased concept complexity. We also present results from an experiment using
the STAGGER Concepts, a synthetic data set involving concept drift, suggesting that our methods
perform comparably to the FLORA2 system in terms of predictive accuracy, but store fewer examples.
Moreover, these outcomes are consistent with earlier results using our partial-memory model and
batch learning.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
N. Komarova and P. Niyogi, Optimizing the mutual intelligibility of linguistic agents
in a shared world
We consider the problem of linguistic agents that communicate with each other about a shared world.
We develop a formal notion of a language as a set of probabilistic associations between form (lexical
or syntactic) and meaning (semantic) that has general applicability. Using this notion, we define a
natural measure of the mutual intelligibility, F(L,L′), between two agents, one using the language
L and the other using L′. We then proceed to investigate three important questions within this
framework: (1) Given a language L, what language L′ maximizes mutual intelligibility with L?
We find surprisingly that L′ need not be the same as L and we present algorithms for approximating
L′ arbitrarily well. (2) How can one learn to optimally communicate with a user of language L
when L is unknown at the outset and the learner is allowed a finite number of linguistic interactions
with the user of L? We describe possible algorithms and calculate explicit bounds on the number
of interactions needed. (3) Consider a population of linguistic agents that learn from each other and
evolve over time. Will the community converge to a shared language and what is the nature of such
a language? We characterize the evolutionarily stable states of a population of linguistic agents in a
game-theoretic setting. Our analysis has significance for a number of areas in natural and artificial
communication where one studies the design, learning, and evolution of linguistic communication
systems.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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R. Azoulay-Schwartz and S. Kraus, Stable repeated strategies for information
exchange between two autonomous agents
This paper deals with the problem of designing a strategy profile which will enable collaborative
interaction between agents. In particular, we consider the problem of information sharing among
agents. Providing information in a single interaction as a response to queries is often nonbeneficial.
But there are stable strategy profiles that make sharing information beneficial in the long run. This
paper presents these types of mechanisms and specifies under which conditions it is beneficial to
the agents to answer queries. We analyze a model of repeated encounters in which two agents ask
each other queries over time. We present different strategies that enable information exchange, and
compare them according to the expected utility for the agents, and the conditions required for the
cooperative equilibrium to exist.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
U. Germann, M. Jahr, K. Knight, D. Marcu and K. Yamada, Fast and optimal
decoding for machine translation
A good decoding algorithm is critical to the success of any statistical machine translation system.
The decoder’s job is to find the translation that is most likely according to a set of previously learned
parameters (and a formula for combining them). Since the space of possible translations is extremely
large, typical decoding algorithms are only able to examine a portion of it, thus risking to miss good
solutions. Unfortunately, examining more of the space leads to unacceptably slow decodings.
In this paper, we compare the speed and output quality of a traditional stack-based decoding
algorithm with two new decoders: a fast but non-optimal greedy decoder and a slow but optimal
decoder that treats decoding as an integer-programming optimization problem.  2003 Published by
Elsevier B.V.
T. Eiter and T. Lukasiewicz, Complexity results for explanations in the structural-
model approach
We analyze the computational complexity of Halpern and Pearl’s (causal) explanations in the
structural-model approach, which are based on their notions of weak and actual cause. In particular,
we give a precise picture of the complexity of deciding explanations, α-partial explanations, and
partial explanations, and of computing the explanatory power of partial explanations. Moreover, we
analyze the complexity of deciding whether an explanation or an α-partial explanation over certain
variables exists. We also analyze the complexity of deciding explanations and partial explanations
in the case of succinctly represented context sets, the complexity of deciding explanations in the
general case of situations, and the complexity of deciding subsumption and equivalence between
causal models. All complexity results are derived for the general case, as well as for the restriction
to the case of binary causal models, in which all endogenous variables may take only two values.
To our knowledge, no complexity results for explanations in the structural-model approach have
been derived so far. Our results give insight into the computational structure of Halpern and Pearl’s
explanations, and pave the way for efficient algorithms and implementations.  2003 Published by
Elsevier B.V.
M. Cooper and T. Schiex, Arc consistency for soft constraints
The notion of arc consistency plays a central role in constraint satisfaction [R. Dechter, Constraint
Processing, Morgan Kaufmann, San Mateo, CA, 2003]. It is known since the introduction of valued
and semi-ring constraint networks in 1995 that the notion of local consistency can be extended to
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constraint optimisation problems defined by soft constraint frameworks based on an idempotent cost
combination operator. This excludes non-idempotent operators such as + which define problems
which are very important in practical applications such as MAX-CSP, where the aim is to minimise
the number of violated constraints.
In this paper, we show that using a weak additional axiom satisfied by most existing soft
constraints proposals, it is possible to define a notion of soft arc consistency that extends the classical
notion of arc consistency and this even in the case of non-idempotent cost combination operators.
A polynomial time algorithm for enforcing this soft arc consistency exists and its space and time
complexities are identical to that of enforcing arc consistency in CSPs when the cost combination
operator is strictly monotonic (for example MAX-CSP).
A directional version of arc consistency, first introduced by M.C. Cooper [Reduction operations
in fuzzy or valued constraint satisfaction, Fuzzy Sets and Systems 134 (3) (2003) 311–342] is
potentially even stronger than the non-directional version, since it allows non-local propagation of
penalties. We demonstrate the utility of directional arc consistency by showing that it not only solves
soft constraint problems on trees, but that it also implies a form of local optimality, which we call arc
irreducibility.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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